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Portfolio Manager Outlook

Sector Returns Flipped in the Fourth Quarter
Q1 - Q3 2018 Total Return

§ Fixed-income sector
performance trends reversed
course in the fourth quarter.

Q4 2018 Total Return

6%

§ Panicked selling
exacerbated market volatility
as some investors attempted
to de-risk amid dwindling
market liquidity.

4%

2%

§ Senior structured credit,
particularly AAA CLOs,
outperformed corporate
credit.

0%

§ Our prior risk reduction
program and relatively low
allocation to below
investment-grade credit led
to relative outperformance
over the quarter.

-2%

-4%

-6%

§ Our short spread duration
also helped dampen
performance volatility.
Non-Agency Bank loans High-Yield Post-Crisis Non-Agency Agency MBS
RMBS
Corp. Bonds AAA CLOs CMBS 2.0 Fixed-Rate

Taxable
Munis

Treasurys Invest.-Grade
Corp. Bonds

Source: Guggenheim Investments, JP Morgan, Bloomberg Barclays, ICE BofA Merrill Lynch, Credit Suisse. Data as of 12.31.2018. Non-Agency RMBS: JP Morgan Research; Post-Crisis AAA CLOs: JP Morgan CLOIE Post-Crisis AAA Index; Bank
loans: Credit Suisse Leveraged Loan Index; Non-Agency CMBS 2.0: Bloomberg Barclays CMBS 2.0 Index; Agency MBS Fixed-Rate: Bloomberg Barclays U.S. MBS Index; Treasurys: Bloomberg Barclays Treasuries Index; Taxable Munis:
Bloomberg Barclays Taxable Municipal Index; High Yield Corporate Bonds: ICE BofA ML High-Yield Index; Investment-Grade Corporate Bonds: Bloomberg Barclays Investment-Grade Corporate Bond Index.
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Macroeconomic Outlook

Leading Indicators Confirm that the Peak in Growth Is Behind Us
Leading Economic Index, YoY% Change
Range of Prior Cycles*

Average of Prior Cycles

§ Sequential growth is likely to
rebound in the second
quarter as statistical and
shutdown distortions are
reversed. The bad news is
that growth is now on a
downward trajectory in yearover-year terms.

Current Cycle

12%
10%
8%

§ As we have written before,
the combination of tighter
Fed policy and fading fiscal
stimulus will ensure that
growth in 2019 is weaker
than it was in 2018.

6%
4%
2%
0%

§ Leading indicators confirm
that the peak in growth is
behind us, and our recession
forecasting tools continue to
point to a downturn
beginning by mid-2020.
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-24

-18
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Months Before Recession

Source: Guggenheim Investments, Bloomberg. Data as of 1.31.2018. *Note: includes cycles ending in 1970, 1980, 1990, 2001, and 2007. Shows the evolution of the LEI starting 48 months before the recession. Current cycle is assumed to end in
February 2020.
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Macroeconomic Outlook

U.S. Is Still Outperforming as Global Growth Downshifts
Global Manufacturing PMI (Excluding U.S.)

§ The steady softening in
global manufacturing
purchasing managers’
indexes illustrates how
global growth momentum
has faded.

U.S. Manufacturing PMI
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57

§ Growth in Europe is
sputtering, the ongoing
Brexit saga is still
unresolved, and the steady
slide in Chinese growth has
prompted authorities to
announce a series of
stimulus measures.

56
55
54
53

§ Against this backdrop, the
Fed has moved to the
sidelines. A pause in the
hiking cycle is likely for the
first half of the year, but we
do not believe the Fed is
done just yet.
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§ Our baseline forecast now
envisions one more hike
later in the year.

Source: Guggenheim Investments, Haver Analytics, Markit, JPMorgan. Actual data as of 2.28.2019. PMIs are GDP-weighted. Values above 50 denote expansion in manufacturing activity.
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Investment-Grade Corporate Bonds

The Typical Christmas Rally Failed to Materialize in 2018
Cumulative Change in Inv. Grade Index Spreads from 9.30 of Each Year
Average, 2011 - 2015
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§ After a meaningful move
wider in the Bloomberg
Barclays U.S. Corporate
Bond index from the tights of
2018 of 85 basis points to
late August’s 113 basis
points, the fourth quarter
appeared poised to follow
the "Christmas rally" script of
the prior two years.
§ Instead, a spike in volatility
exposed how poorly
corporate credit can trade
during a period of
heightened illiquidity.
§ December illiquidity is not
uncommon, but fund
outflows, supply technicals,
and constrained dealer
inventories amplified it to
extraordinary levels.
§ Looking forward, we will
continue to move up in
quality and reduce exposure
to industries and credits we
think will better weather a
cyclical downturn.

Source: Guggenheim Investments, Bloomberg Barclays. Data as of 12.31.2018.
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Investment-Grade Corporate Bonds

December Trading Volume Declined to Below Summer Lows
§ Corporate bond trading
volumes fell 8 percent
from October to November
and 23 percent from
November to December.
The result was a rout of
corporate bonds spreads
of 46 basis points in the
fourth quarter.
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§ The weakness in the
credit markets caused a
dearth of new-issue
supply in December, as
the primary market
produced a mere $9 billion
of investment-grade
supply.

$350bn
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§ This represents the lowest
December issuance for 18
years, and was far below
the $42 billion average.
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§ Low issuance levels are
typically considered a
positive technical for the
market, but the lack of
price verification in the
primary market gave rise
to an inability to price risk
in the secondary market,
exacerbating sector
volatility.

Source: Guggenheim Investments, Bloomberg, FINRA TRACE. Data as of 12.31.2018.
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High-Yield Corporate Bonds

High-Yield Bonds Have Retraced Nearly Half of Fourth Quarter Widening
Spread to Worst (LHS)

Yield to Worst (RHS)

§ High-yield corporate bonds
have retraced almost half of
8.5%
the spread widening that
occurred in the fourth quarter
of 2018.
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8.0%

§ Spreads widened by 200
basis points in the fourth
quarter, but tightened in
2019.
7.5%

500 bps

§ Our Macroeconomic and
Investment Research Group
believes the Fed will be
7.0%
forced to pause monetary
policy tightening through the
first half of 2019 as it reacts
6.5%
to the recent tightening in
financial conditions.
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§ We expect this pause to
support high-yield corporate
returns in the near term.

5.5%

Jan. 2019

Source: Guggenheim Investments, ICE Bank of America Merrill Lynch. Data as of 1.24.2019.
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Asset-Backed Securities and CLOs

Most Leveraged Loans Lack Investor Protections
Covenant-Lite Issuance (LHS)

Covenant-Lite Issuance / Total Leveraged Loan Issuance (RHS)
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§ Nonetheless, CLOs offer
good value in the medium
term, given a short average
life profile that contributed to
better performance relative
to corporate credit of
comparable quality.
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§ In 2018, 85 percent of
leveraged loan issuance was
covenant lite, resulting in 79
percent of all outstanding
leveraged loans either
having no or low covenant
packages.
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Source: Guggenheim Investments, S&P LCD. Data as of 12.31.2018.
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Agency Mortgage-Backed Securities

Issuance Is Increasing, But the Sector Remains Relatively Small
U.S. Treasury

Corporate

§ The U.S. Treasury and
corporate debt markets
have witnessed significantly
higher net issuance in the
past few years compared to
Agency MBS.

Agency MBS

$9,000bn

$8,000bn

§ While MBS supply may be
higher now, and could rise
further if the recent rally in
mortgage rates drives home
sales higher, its share of
benchmarks is still relatively
low compared to other
major fixed-income sectors.

Amount Outstanding
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§ Better relative liquidity may
continue to attract more
reallocation from credit
sectors to Agency MBS as
we enter a late-cycle phase.
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§ We continue to favor
investments in which either
the collateral or structure
offers some cash flow
stability at reasonable
spreads.

Source: Guggenheim Investments, Bloomberg Barclays. Data as of 1.16.2019. Note: Amount outstanding in the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond index, excluding Federal Reserve holdings. Agency MBS: Bloomberg Barclays U.S. MBS
Index; Corporate: Bloomberg Barclays Investment-Grade Corporate Bond Index; U.S. Treasurys: Bloomberg Barclays Treasuries Index.
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Guggenheim’s Investment Process

Guggenheim’s fixed-income portfolios are managed by a
systematic, disciplined investment process designed to mitigate
behavioral biases and lead to better decision making. Our
investment process is structured to allow our best research and
ideas across specialized teams to be brought together and
expressed in actively managed portfolios. We disaggregated fixedincome investment management into four primary and

independent functions—Macroeconomic Research, Sector Teams,
Portfolio Construction, and Portfolio Management— that work
together to deliver a predictable, scalable, and repeatable
process. Our pursuit of compelling risk-adjusted return
opportunities typically results in asset allocations that differ
significantly from broadly followed benchmarks.
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Important Notices and Disclosures
This material is distributed or presented for informational or educational purposes only and should not be
considered a recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment product, or as investing advice
of any kind. This material is not provided in a fiduciary capacity, may not be relied upon for or in connection with
the making of investment decisions, and does not constitute a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities.
The content contained herein is not intended to be and should not be construed as legal or tax advice and/or a
legal opinion. Always consult a financial, tax and/or legal professional regarding your specific situation.
This material contains opinions of the author or speaker, but not necessarily those of Guggenheim Partners,
LLC or its subsidiaries. The opinions contained herein are subject to change without notice. Forward looking
statements, estimates, and certain information contained herein are based upon proprietary and non-proprietary
research and other sources. Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be
reliable, but are not assured as to accuracy. Past performance is not indicative of future results. There is neither
representation nor warranty as to the current accuracy of, nor liability for, decisions based on such information.
No part of this material may be reproduced or referred to in any form, without express written permission of
Guggenheim Partners, LLC.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. There is neither representation nor warranty as to the
current accuracy or, nor liability for, decisions based on such information.
RISK CONSIDERATIONS Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. Investments in
bonds and other fixed-income instruments are subject to the possibility that interest rates could rise, causing
their value to decline. Investors in asset-backed securities, including mortgage-backed securities,
collateralized loan obligations (CLOs), and other structured finance investments generally receive payments
that are part interest and part return of principal. These payments may vary based on the rate at which the
underlying borrowers pay off their loans. Some asset-backed securities, including mortgage-backed securities,
may have structures that make their reaction to interest rates and other factors difficult to predict, causing their
prices to be volatile. These instruments are particularly subject to interest rate, credit and liquidity and valuation
risks. High-yield bonds may present additional risks because these securities may be less liquid, and therefore
more difficult to value accurately and sell at an advantageous price or time, and present more credit risk than
investment grade bonds. The price of high yield securities tends to be subject to greater volatility due to issuerspecific operating results and outlook and to real or perceived adverse economic and competitive industry
conditions. Bank loans, including loan syndicates and other direct lending opportunities, involve special types
of risks, including credit risk, interest rate risk, counterparty risk and prepayment risk. Loans may offer a fixed or

floating interest rate. Loans are often generally below investment grade, may be unrated, and can be difficult to
value accurately and may be more susceptible to liquidity risk than fixed-income instruments of similar credit
quality and/or maturity. Municipal bonds may be subject to credit, interest, prepayment, liquidity, and valuation
risks. In addition, municipal securities can be affected by unfavorable legislative or political developments and
adverse changes in the economic and fiscal conditions of state and municipal issuers or the federal government
in case it provides financial support to such issuers. A company’s preferred stock generally pays dividends
only after the company makes required payments to holders of its bonds and other debt. For this reason, the
value of preferred stock will usually react more strongly than bonds and other debt to actual or perceived
changes in the company’s financial condition or prospects.
Guggenheim Investments represents the following affiliated investment management businesses of Guggenheim
Partners, LLC: Guggenheim Partners Investment Management, LLC, Security Investors, LLC, Guggenheim
Funds Investment Advisors, LLC, Guggenheim Funds Distributors, LLC, Guggenheim Real Estate, LLC, GS
GAMMA Advisors, LLC, Guggenheim Partners Europe Limited and Guggenheim Partners India Management.
This material is intended to inform you of services available through Guggenheim Investments’ affiliate
businesses.
1. Guggenheim Investments assets under management are as of 12.31.2018. The assets include leverage of
$12.4bn for assets under management. Guggenheim Investments represents the following affiliated investment
management businesses of Guggenheim Partners, LLC: Guggenheim Partners Investment Management, LLC,
Security Investors, LLC, Guggenheim Funds Investment Advisors, LLC, Guggenheim Funds Distributors, LLC,
Guggenheim Real Estate, LLC, GS GAMMA Advisors, LLC, Guggenheim Partners Europe Limited, and
Guggenheim Partners India Management.
2. Guggenheim Partners assets under management are as of 12.31.2018 and include consulting services for
clients whose assets are valued at approximately $67bn.
©2019, Guggenheim Partners, LLC. No part of this document may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in
any other publication, without express written permission of Guggenheim Partners, LLC.
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Contact us
New York
330 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017
212 739 0700
Chicago
227 W Monroe Street
Chicago, IL 60606
312 827 0100
Santa Monica
100 Wilshire Boulevard
Santa Monica, CA 90401
310 576 1270
London
5th Floor, The Peak
5 Wilton Road
London, SW1V 1LG
+44 20 3059 6600
Tokyo
Otemachi First Square,
West Tower
1-5-1, Otemachi,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-0004
+81 03 4577 7880

About Guggenheim Investments

Guggenheim Investments is the global asset management and investment advisory division of
Guggenheim Partners, with more than $203 billion1 in total assets across fixed income, equity, and
alternative strategies. We focus on the return and risk needs of insurance companies, corporate and
public pension funds, sovereign wealth funds, endowments and foundations, consultants, wealth
managers, and high-net-worth investors. Our 300+ investment professionals perform rigorous research
to understand market trends and identify undervalued opportunities in areas that are often complex and
underfollowed. This approach to investment management has enabled us to deliver innovative
strategies providing diversification opportunities and attractive long-term results.

About Guggenheim Partners

Guggenheim Partners is a global investment and advisory firm with more than $265 billion2 in assets
under management. Across our three primary businesses of investment management, investment
banking, and insurance services, we have a track record of delivering results through innovative
solutions. With 2,400+ professionals in offices around the world, our commitment is to advance the
strategic interests of our clients and to deliver long-term results with excellence and integrity. We invite
you to learn more about our expertise and values by visiting GuggenheimPartners.com and following us
on Twitter at twitter.com/guggenheimptnrs.
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